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PRE-TOURNAMENT PRESS CONFERENCE    
March 23, 2022 
 
GRAEME McDOWELL 
  
 
Q.  We would like to welcome Graeme McDowell, the 2019 Corales Puntacana 
champion.  
 
Graeme, when you came back the following year after winning and you came through 
the airport and came on site, what was that reception like and what did it make you 
feel like when you returned? 
 
GRAEME McDOWELL:  Yeah, it's nice. It's always nice to come back to somewhere you 
have great memories. The people down here are obviously very appreciative of the PGA 
Tour being in the Dominican Republic and they treat us really well. The hospitality's great 
here, there's always a nice cocktail around and obviously great food. Like I say, great 
hospitality.  
 
I really have enjoyed coming back here over the years. It's a little bittersweet; of course you 
would rather be at the World Match Play, but I've really enjoyed coming down here. 
Obviously the win in 2019 was a really important victory for me at the time because I kind of 
had conditional status and it meant a lot to me. I gave it a pretty good run here last year as 
well. I finished bogey-bogey to lose by a couple in some very tough conditions, 17 and 18 
play quite hard here and it's very easy to do.  
 
Excited again to be here. The golf course is in fantastic shape. I'm not sure I've ever seen it 
better. Like I say, good memories. The wind always blows out of the same direction here, 
the course plays very similar every year we come back and looking forward to the challenge. 
 
Q.  You just mentioned playing the back nine. They're using two different tees this 
year on 17 for the first time. What are your thoughts on that and have you played from 
both tees at this point? 
 
GRAEME McDOWELL:  Yeah, I think we used the right-hand tee primarily last year and it 
was very difficult when that easterly wind plays straight right-left off the tee box closest to the 
coastline and it requires a really low kind of holding shot in there.   
 
The other tee box is much more straight back into the wind. It plays long and you have to 
really flight one down. It's great. It's very unique to have nearly two tees come from 
90 degrees different directions and they require very different styles of golf shots. I think it's 
great. I think definitely lends itself to keeping guys on their toes.  
 
We're looking at a fairly constant sort of easterly wind Thursday Friday and into the 
weekend. I think over the years the PGA Tour have done a really good job learning this golf 
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course, learning this little nuances, the way it plays in this wind direction and continuing to 
set the golf course up better and better here. 
 
Q.  Just back to that subject on that hole, do you think playing from one set is more 
terrifying than the other or one is more generous than the other? Which one do you 
think? 
 
GRAEME McDOWELL:  I actually think from the left-hand tee playing straight into the wind 
is probably an easier shot than playing up along the coast with a hard right-left wind.  
 
I played it quite well last year. I remember hitting a really good shot in there on Friday and 
Saturday, I believe, and then Sunday I kind of misjudged it a little bit, I hit it short of the 
green and didn't get it up and down, which was pretty pivotal at the time.  
 
I do think the right-hand tee box, the one that plays with the hard right-left wind is the 
tougher shot because you're going to bail out like a long way left and leave yourself a tough 
trap shot. It's a very good hole. The finish here is iconic obviously and 17 and 18 are 
fantastic golf holes.  
 
Q.  When you won here in 2019, your middle two rounds were a pair of 64s, 
phenomenal golf. I remember your putting was off the charts for that little stretch 
there. Is that the most important part in winning here at Corales? Is there another 
aspect of the game that you really need to be a champion here?   
 
GRAEME McDOWELL:  To me, the big keys to this golf course, the fairways are very wide, 
so there's not really a massive emphasis on driving the ball. Obviously if you can hit it long, 
long and straight works most weeks.  
 
To me, it's really about controlling iron play on this golf course and obviously putting well. 
The surfaces, this Paspalum surface is a unique surface. It plays pretty slow and the grass is 
pretty course. It's got quite a bit of grain to it.  
 
It's funny, I own a property in the Bahamas and I play a bit of golf down there, sort of 
vacation golf. I feel like since I've started playing a little bit more golf down there, my 
Paspalum game got better and better and I started to play very well in places like Dominican 
Republic, Mayakoba, golf courses with a lot of Paspalum. So, like you said, in 2019 I think I 
had 15 straight one-putts on the Saturday, which is something I've never done on the PGA 
Tour ever.  
 
You certainly have to putt it well. Obviously when the wind blows, controlling flights on iron 
play is very key also around this golf course, but you've got to make birdies to compete. It's 
normally reasonably low scoring even with the high winds and that means the putter has to 
be hot. 
 
Q.  When you sit back now and you reminisce or think about the victory that you had 
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here in 2019, what's the most prominent recollection that you have either off the 
course or on the course that happened that week? 
 
GRAEME McDOWELL:  It was strange because I came here in 2018 and I missed the cut 
and I just kind of looked around and thought this was a big wide-open track and it wasn't 
really my style of golf course. I said I'll probably skip this one, hopefully I'll be at the Match 
Play. All of a sudden a year later, here I am again.  
 
I think I opened up with a 73. I hit a really bad shot into 9, which is right behind us. I hit a 
5-iron, I hit it dead left in the rocks. I remember I was struggling with my iron game a little bit 
early in the week and I was grinding on the range. I like to go to the range late in the day 
here just to avoid the kind of midday sun. I normally go back to the hotel and I relax for a few 
hours and then come out and do my practice sessions late. I was working very hard on my 
medium to long iron play. I remember hitting a 6-iron in the last round into 17 to about six 
feet and it was the shot I'd been working on all week. It was a shot I was struggling with 
early in the week, but as the week went on, I was continuing to grind on the shot. It was the 
shot that was improving and it ended up being the key shot that kind of led me to victory, so 
that was kind of one of the good memories from that week. 
 
Q.  You mentioned how significant the victory was in 2019 from a career standpoint. 
Just going take you back and say you won in 2010, 2013, '16 and '19. You kind of see 
where I'm going here, right? 
 
GRAEME McDOWELL:  Yeah.  
 
Q.  It's '22 now. 
 
GRAEME McDOWELL:  I like it. 
 
Q.  Do you kind of believe in that sort of stuff or is it just kind of coincidental?   
 
GRAEME McDOWELL:  It was weird, for the first part of my career I never won in an odd 
year. I won in '02, '04, '08, '10 and I never actually won in -- and I won in '12 again and then I 
won three times in '13, so I was able to break that duck a little bit.   
 
I don't believe in kind of patterns like that necessarily, but I do believe in, you know, having 
attitudes at the right times being the key to success. I came down here in '19 with the right 
attitude. I think it would be very easy for a player -- there's obviously a lot of good players in 
this field that maybe feel they're good enough to be in the World Match Play, but they're here 
playing an opposite event and there's a certain amount of how do you deal with that.  
 
I've always tried to come down here with the right attitude. This is a fantastic opportunity, 
there's great FedEx points up for grabs here. It's about having the attitude in the right place. 
I came down here in '19 with that right approach and it served me well, and I've always tried 
to approach this tournament the right way rather than begrudging the fact that I'm not at a 
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WGC event, coming down here and viewing this as a fantastic opportunity.  
 
Q.  You're tops in always having the right attitude. How would you assess the rest of 
your game coming here this week? 
 
GRAEME McDOWELL:  Yeah, I think my game's trending really well in the right direction. 
I'm excited about a lot of the things I'm doing. Bay Hill a few weeks ago, I played really well, 
a couple holes just took me out of contention.  
 
No, I really feel like I'm making big strides in the right direction coming back to a course like 
this with good memories, playing well in the wind, putting well on these greens.  
 
I'm excited about the rest of the season. I need those weeks where you post some good 
finishes and get that confidence and that belief in yourself. Really just trying to be patient 
with what I'm doing. I really feel like I'm moving back in the right direction and certainly very 
excited about the way the game is moving. 
 
Q.  I thought it was interesting when I noticed that you were in your 30s when you 
won here and all the other past champions these last four years have been in their 
30s. Do you think there's anything to that? And second part of this question is, what 
sort of chance do you give the guys in their 20s here this week? 
 
GRAEME McDOWELL:  Yeah, that's an interesting stat. I think there is a certain amount of 
experience required this week because of the way the wind blows here. It's a very unique 
golf course and it's challenging from the point of view of having to flight your ball correctly. I 
think it took me a year to get the hang of this place. And like I said, in '18 I wasn't sure I 
loved it and then came back and won in '19 and probably should have got a lot closer last 
year in '21.  
 
So I think there's a little bit of course knowledge, course experience that bodes well around 
here. I'm not necessarily saying a first-timer can't get it done around here, but it's a unique 
track. I think it's obviously not something we see on the PGA TOUR every week. It's a 
certain type of style and maybe that's why the older generation have done well around here. 
 
Q.  As the winner, you obviously received the hat and the chacabana, the shirt, the 
traditional shirt. Do you have any special stories about it since winning it? Have you 
worn them anywhere? Have you taken them out and looked at them? Where do you 
keep them?  
 
GRAEME McDOWELL:  I still have the shirt and the hat. I'm not sure I pull that look off very 
well, honestly. I remember being in the recording area and just signed my card and realized I 
had won and they were telling me that that's what I had to wear for the prize presentation 
and I was like, "You're joking, right?"  
 
I think they either had one that didn't fit at all and one that was just huge, so I had to go with 
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the one that the huge.  Listen, at that point it's a small price to pay, didn't care much.  
 
It's a cool tradition and my caddie and I flew back together, flew home to Orlando. We drank 
a little bit of Dominican Republic rum on the way home and it was a good evening. Actually 
ended up at Nona Blue, my restaurant, back in Orlando that evening and met some friends 
and it's always fun to celebrate the victories.  
 
Q.  You wore it well. As a winner, you're a King of Corales. It's a nice moniker to have 
and everybody gets that moniker when they win here. What do you think of that? 
What's some thoughts on that little tradition they have here?  
 
GRAEME McDOWELL:  Yeah, it's fun. Like I say, I think the people are very proud, first and 
foremost, that the PGA Tour is coming to visit this great part of the world. The golf course 
here, I think it continues to evolve and it's in the best shape that I've ever seen it in this year.  
 
To be part of a sport that's evolving in this part of the world I think is really cool. Obviously 
the PGA Tour is a very inspirational product for young people, and then obviously in a 
country like the Dominican Republic that golf's kind of new and growing and it's fun to be 
part of something that hopefully inspires generations in the future.  
 
People always take great care of me when I come down here. I normally walk out of here 
with some nice rum and nice cigars. It is somewhere I look forward to coming to spend some 
time and obviously hopefully I can compete this weekend.  
 
Q.  Rum and cigars. What's the best thing you've ever eaten here in the Dominican 
when you've visited? 
 
GRAEME McDOWELL:  You know, I do love the breakfasts. They've got the plantains and 
some great like sausages and meats and stuff. And the coffee, I love the coffee down here. 
They're pretty famous for their coffee and they're pretty good at it, so I'm a big coffee fan and 
I do enjoy breakfast in the Dominican Republic. 
 


